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HOMER WILLIAM SMITH. His Scientific and Literary Achievements. Edited
by Herbert Chasis and William Goldring. New York, New York Uni-
versity Press, 1965. x, 282 pp. $4.00; $1.95 paperbound.
This anthology commemorates a most unusual and complex person. Homer
William Smith was best known as a renal physiologist whose work ranged
from the evolution of the kidney to clinical studies on renal function and
disease in man. He also studied and wrote about religion and philosophy,
and published two novels, one of which, Kamongo, had rather a surprising
success considering that its "plot" consisted of a series of ship-board
dialogues between a scientist and a priest. To ask that one man be both a
brilliant scientist and a brilliant philosopher is too much; Smith's phi-
losophy was relatively amateurish. This is not, however, to say that it is
worthless. It is honest and intelligent, relevant and thought-provoking.
The most impressive aspect of Smith's personality emerging from this
book is an almost frightening honesty and continual search for the truth.
If Smith tore at religion, and pried into biological secrets, he was willing
to undergo the same treatment himself. Included in this book are some
twenty pages of autobiographical sketch in which Smith examines, with
courage and candor, his boyhood and the roots of his interests in science
and philosophy. This was originally written as an appendix to his book,
Man and His Gods. Dr. Robert Pitts mentions in his memorial that
Smith gave the impression of being unsentimental, distant, and a bit cool,
particularly until his later years. Certainly, his earlier life offered little
happiness or security. One can only admire this man whose love of truth
was so great that it could overcome his love of privacy.
Smith was an excellent writer. If something did not flow smoothly,
he would revise it until it did. His erudition was worn lightly and wittily.
Included in this anthology is an enthralling essay on the history of the uses
of urine in which Smith writes easily and literately on a topic which
ranges from the sublime to the ridiculous. Another particularly charming
selection is the reprint of a lecture entitled Plato and Clenwentine, in
which, beneath the disarming surface of an attempt to find the true
height, weight, and foot size of the tragic song heroine, Smith has slyly
inserted a great many profundities concerning Platonic philosophy, the
meaning of normality, and the uses and misuses of statistics.
This is one of those rare books which may safely be recommended to all
readers. The editors, Smith's long-time colleagues, have done their job
well and presented to us not merely a collection of a man's writings, but
a profile of the man himself. We are told that upon retirement Smith
refused to sit for a portrait because, he claimed, "Although a portrait is
first hung in the main lobby, it is soon transferred to the library and even-
tually to a dust bin in the cellar." Instead Smith painted a self portrait
in words which will never end up in the cellar.
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